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Sarvadaman Chowla 
Professor S. Chowla was born in London, England, in 1907. His father was 
a professor of mathematics at Lahore in India and had gone to Cambridge 
to further his studies. Chowla was reared in India and showed an aptitude 
for mathematics quite early in life. In 1928, he completed a Master’s degree 
at Government College in Lahore and since opportunities for studying 
advanced mathematics in India were limited, it was natural that he should 
follow in his father’s footsteps and he departed for Cambridge in 1929 where 
he remained until 1931. There he became associated with J. E. Littlewood. 
Littlewood was wont to give his students free rein and in his own words 
“made encouraging noises” as appropriate. Thus, although Chowla did not 
see much of Littlewood, he did work on one of his conjectures about which 
we shall comment below. While in Cambridge, he met Davenport, who 
became a lifelong friend. Others whom he met include R. E. A. C. Paley, 
another of Littlewood’s students, H. D. Ursell, and the astrophysicist 
Chandrasekhar. Returning to India, he taught at St. Stephens College- 
an Anglican institution in Delhi. Here he met Himani Mozumdar who was 
a student. He was utterly entranced by this charming lady (and those who 
were fortunate enough to know her will understand why) and they were 
married. From the union there was one child, Paromita, who is currently 
associate professor of mathematics at Penn State. 
He taught also at Benares Hindu University, at Andhara in Waltair, and 
finally at Government College in Lahore. It was during this period that he met 
Andre Weil, who was at Aligarh, Vijayaraghavan, and Kosambi. At Lahore 
he had two students, R. P. Bambah and Abdus Salaam, who is now a 
renowned physicist. 
Lahore is in present day Pakistan and after the partition in 1947, Chowla 
fled with this his family to Delhi and several months later arrived in the 
United States. He was given a stipend at the Institute for Advanced Study 
where he remained until the fall of 1949, at which time he went to the 
University of Kansas. 
In 1952 he accepted an offer from the University of Colorado and in 1963 
he moved to Penn State as a research professor. There he remained until his 
retirement in 1976. He is currently living in Princeton. In this country he has 
had 18 Ph.D. students. 
One of Chowla’s great merits is his capacity to stimulate students and 
colleagues alike. His lectures are not finely honed but they seldom fail to be 
interesting. As a result, he is able to bring out the best in his students and 
they sometimes achieve more than they thought themselves capable of. 
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In his mathematical work he has a special gift for, and devotion to, simpli- 
city-mathematics is to be communicated to as large an audience as possible. 
Endowed with a remarkable memory and a fertile imagination as well as 
technical skills, he is overflowing with conjectures, ideas, problems, etc., 
which he enthusiastically communicates to others. A testimony to the 
stimulus he provides to others are the frequent references in the literature to 
his results and conjectures. 
He has few outside interests-to him mathematics and mathematicians are 
a way of life and the only one worth pursuing. Those who know him well 
agree that he is good company, lively, friendly, and good humored. 
Chowla has published a large number of papers and we cannot hope to do 
anything more than touch on some of the highlights (nor would the writer be 
capable of it). Naturally the selection will reflect, in part, the writer’s taste. 
We shall, arbitrarily, divide his work into three periods. (1) India before 
Cambridge, (2) India after Cambridge, (3) USA to the present. 
1. His first published papers appeared in 1925 when he was 18 years 
old. Of these, the most interesting is a new proof of the well known theorem 
of von Staudt-Clausen on the denominators of Bernoulli numbers. 
This period in Tndia saw the emergence of a number of mathematicians- 
perhaps as a result of the stimulus of Ramanujan’s existence. Ramanujan 
died in 1920 and was the first Indian mathematician of modern times to 
compete successfully with the leading British and European mathematicians. 
Indians naturally took great pride in him and their mathematics shows 
some of his influence. Chowla was no exception. Ramanujan’s interset in 
elliptic functions stimulated Chowla to publish some interesting results on 
the periods of elliptic functions. Let K denote the complete elliptic integral 
of the first kind. 4K is a period of the corresponding elliptic function. We 
have 
d0 
K = jy (1 - ,/(2 sjn2 @.‘2 
IfkZ$ . k12 = I and 
dlJ 
(1 - k’2 sin* @l/2 
then 4iK’ is the other period. 
The evaluation of K in “finite” terms has been a challenge to mathe- 
maticians for a century and a half beginning with Jacobi and Legendre. Then 
(among others) Chowla proved that if 
T,- f ml 
12.52 “’ t4)?’ - 3)” (2&r)‘,,’ 
nt=l 42 . 82 ... (4rn)2 
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K 
- = b,T, + b,Tz , n 
where b. and b, are algebraic numbers. This means that if K can be evaluated, 
then so can the series and conversely. 
From the theory of modular equations, it had been known that if K’/K = r, 
r(21j2) or r(3l/“), where r is a rational number then K can be evaluated in terms 
of the r-function. Thus the series can be summed in closed form in these 
cases. For example, if k = sin 15”, r = +, then 
r(6) 7?/2 
K = 2 - 3”l”J-@) * 
Chowla’s interest in this question was to reemerge 25 years later in the 
“ChowlaSelberg” formula to which we shall return. 
He wrote a number of other papers and his interest in class numbers dates 
from this period. He proved the following intriguing formula: Let p = 1 
(mod 4) h(-p) the class number of the field Q(-p112) then 
h(-p) = 4 y4 ((sp + $)li2) - ; (p - 1)(2p - 7). 
s=o 
2. British mathematics at this time was dominated by the towering 
figures of G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood. Hardy had left Cambridge in 
1919 to take up a post as Savilian professor in Oxford and did not return to 
Cambridge till 1931. Thus when Chowla went to Cambridge, it was natural 
that he should become associated with Littlewood. Under Littlewood’s 
direction, he worked on the so-called k analogs of the Riemann zeta function. 
Let x be a primitive character mod k and let 
qs, x) = f 9 
?&=l 
be the corresponding L-function. For the zeta function c(s) (s = u + it), 
we are frequently interested in the behavior for fixed u and t -+ co. 
The k analog asks for the behavior of L(s, x) for a fixed real s and 
k-+ co. 
Littlewood had proved that if the generalized Riemann hypothesis is true, 
and if x is a real primitive character, then there exist infinitely many k for 
which 
L(1, x) > (1 + o(l)) e” loglog k 
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L(l ,,) < (1 + 41N(77V) cy 3 log log k . 
y is Euler’s constant. 
Chowla first proved the former result unconditionally with the use of the 
formula for the number of representations of an integer as a sum of three 
squares-the formula involves the class number of binary quadratic forms of 
negative discriminant. 
Several years later, he proved the second result unconditionally. 
During this period, Chowla became interested in Waring’s problem, 
especially “hypothesis K” of Hardy and Littlewood. Let u,,,(n) be the number 
of solutions of the equation 
Using their now famous “circle method,” they obtained an asymptotic 
formula of the form 
r,,,(n) - G(n) ns+-l 
provided s 2 s(k), where s(k) was an explicitly determined function of k. It 
followed that for s > s(k) and n > n, , rs.&) > 0 and hence they obtained 
a solution to Waring’s problem. Let G(k) be the least value of s(k) such that 
for n > ~1~ , rs,&) > 0. Hardy and Littlewood conjectured that G(k) < 4k. 
It is an interesting fact that this follows from “hypothesis K” viz. 
Chowla made some interesting contributions to this problem. The first is 
that 
where we have used Hardy and Littlewood’s symbol !2(f(n)) which signifies 
the denial of o(f(n)). 
With S. S. Pillai, he proved that there exists a constant c > 0, such that 
a result in the opposite direction to hypothesis K. 
He became interested in combinatorics at this time and published some 
papers in this area. This interest was to bear fruit, as we note below, in later 
years. 
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He has had a longstanding fascination with Ramanujan’s r function. It 
will be recalled that I is defined by 
g (1 - qn)24 = 2 a 4”. 
TZ=O 
Collaborating with R. P. Bambah, who was his student in Jndia, they 
proved the following: If 
then (n, 5) = 1 implies that 
7(n) = 5n2a,(n) - 4nu&z) (mod 53), 
and 
(i?, 3) = 1) k=; 
I 
if n=](3) 
if n E 2(3) 
imply that 
T(n) 5 (n2 + k) u&?) (mod 3*). 
If n is odd, then 
7(n) = q&z) (mod 28). 
3. After arriving in the USA, Chowla had the opportunity to discuss 
his work with a number of mathematicians, and this resulted in some highly 
fruitful collaborations. 
In 1950, Chowla and Selberg announced some results on Epstein’s zeta 
functions from which certain corollaries could be deduced. 
The first was an estimate for L(s, x) where x is the real nonprincipal 
character modulo a prime p. As a consequence, they deduced that 
m, x) > 0 for p = 43,67, 163. 
It will be recalled that Hecke had conjectured that L(s, x) > 0 for 
0 < s < 1, a conjecture which had important consequences for the problem 
of the class number of imaginary quadratic fields. 
Chowla and Selberg’s work was done prior to that of K. Heegner and 
H. Stark and was an effort to settle the question, raised by Heilbronn and 
Linfoot, of the existence of a tenth discriminant with class number 1. 
The more interesting consequence however, was what has come to be called 
the Chowla-Selberg formula. Let K and K’ be as above; let iK’/K E Q(cW) 
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with d < 0 and let h be the class number of Q(dliz), (d/m) is the Kronecker 
symbol. They proved the following extraordinary result. There exists an 
algebraic number X such that 
Here w  is the order of the group of roots of unity in Q(dl/“). A new proof 
of a somewhat less precise but more general theorem has been given by 
Benedict Gross. Another proof based on ideas of Knocker has been given by 
A. Weil. 
A collaboration with N. Ankeny and E. Artin resulted in the following 
theorem: 
Let h(d) denote the class number of the real quadratic field Q(d’/“). 
E -= (t + u(d1iz))/2 > 1 is the fundamental unit x(n) = (d/n) .=: Kronecker 
symbol. Tf d = pm, p odd, p > 3, m > 1, then 
-211 y  = ,<;<d g [J mod p. 
Iwasawa has shown recently that this is a consequence of the general theory 
of p-adic L-functions. 
Chowla proved a result in 1948 which gave a condition under which a 
difference set existed. Then, in collaboration with Ryser, results of Bruck 
and Ryser were supplemented to give the theorem now known as the 
Bruck-Chowla-Ryser theorem: Let v, k, h be positive integers. A (v, k, A) 
design is a set of v elements arranged into v sets such that(i) every set contains 
exactly k distinct elements (ii) every pair of sets has exactly h = 
k(k - 1)/v - 1 elements in common. 
THEOREM. If v is even then k - h is a square; if v is odd, the diophantine 
equation 
$ = (k - A) $ + (-I)(+1)/n A;2 
has a nontrivial solution. 
This result has applications to finite projective planes, Hadamard matrices, 
etc. In particular it gives a condition under which a finite projective plane 
does not exist. 
At a number theory conference in Boulder, Colorado, Bose lectured on his 
joint work with Parker and Shrikhande proving that if n 2 10, there always 
exist mutually orthogonal latin squares of order n. This disproved an old 
conjecture of Euler. Present in the audience were Chowla, Erdos, and 
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E. Strauss who promptly proved that, in fact, if A(n) is the number of 
mutually orthogonal latin squares of order IZ, then A(n) + co. 
A few gems will conclude this brief account. 
(a) If p is a prime, cot(z-r/p) (r = 1, 2,..., (p - 1)/2) are linearly 
independent over Q. Hasse and Iwasawa have given other proofs, the latter 
deriving an interesting consequence to Fermat’s last theorem. 
(b) A counter example to a conjecture of C. L. Siegel on the 
boundedness of the number of solutions of a diophantine equation 
f(x, Y> = 0. 
(c) In collaboration with Mordell, a short and elegant proof that if p is 
a prime and x(m) = (m/p), then 
L(1, x) = 5 % # 0. 
9%=1 
(d) If the class number of Q(-p”“) is 1, p > 19, then the diophantine 
equation 
x3-py2 = -8 
has a solution in rational integers with x = &{P(~*‘*)~}, where {u} is the 
integer nearest to 24. 
(e) A proof of an assertion made by Gauss-the last one in his famous 
diary. 
Chowla has continued unabated his output of mathematics-we can expect 
a lot more in years to come. 
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